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Trusted Solutions Provider

Michel Cornelissen

Senior Vice President | Belgium
What makes Calderys a trusted partner across
industries around the world is our people and their
strong commitment to our customers and company.
Combining a global network with local expertise,
we offer customised solutions wherever you are.
We develop innovative products, services and
installation techniques to best fit your equipment
and processes.
What really sets us apart is our dedication to safety,
at both your and our locations. No matter where we
work, our teams and contractors follow a strict set of
protocols developed to minimise the risk of accidents.
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Ironmaking

Boilers
& Incinerators

Refining
& Petrochemicals

Cement

Reheat Furnaces

Foundry

Steelmaking

Mine to Market Model

More than Refractories

As part of Imerys, the world leader in industrial
minerals, we benefit from a steady supply of
critical raw materials. We also own a unique
quartzite mine in Sweden which gives us
complete process control for our silica-based
product range. This allows us to be your reliable
long-term partner.

With over 100 years of experience in refractories,
we provide for all the major players in industries
operating with extreme temperatures. We have
built our technical expertise on the experience
we have on the field, alongside our customers.
We offer much more than products. We provide
a complete range of services, from design to
installation, as well as innovative installation
techniques and equipment.

Trusted Solutions Provider

Aluminium
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Our Commitment to Safety

Christian Dor
Safety Officer Germany, Czech,
Austria & Poland | Germany
We repeat this a lot, but safety truly is the most
important thing because you can’t turn back time
and undo an accident. I believe safety and quality
are like brothers. You need both to deliver great
solutions. On an installation job, safety begins
before the job, during the planning process and
it continues during the entire installation process.
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Our Commitment to Safety
Safety is
Everyone’s Business

Communication
is Key

Continuous
Improvement

The nature of our business
presents many challenges for
safety, as we work both in our
plants and on your sites. Over
the years, we have created a
very robust safety system that
must be strictly followed in
order to prevent injuries; not
just to our employees, but to
our contractors and customers.

Clear information and instruction
is crucial, along with training,
and follow up with close and
effective supervision on the
shop floor. We believe in leading
by example and we have created
various programs to instill a
safety-oriented mindset in all
our employees.

Since the creation of Calderys
in 2005 we have made great
improvements in our safety
track record. We have achieved
these impressive results by
implementing a series of initiatives
throughout our sites, originating
from both Calderys and Imerys.
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A Global Presence with Local Input

Ntebo Mabena

Production and Technical
Manager | South Africa
My primary role is managing daily production
and technical functions of Calderys South Africa.
Working for a global company is a great opportunity
for me as I have exposure to professionals of different
cultures and backgrounds, working on various
projects. I can learn how other entities operate
and improve the service we provide to customers.
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Global Projects
with Local Input

Our plants are strategically located close
to your operations to ensure flexibility
and short lead time. Our experience in
refractories allows us to create optimal
procedures, which we share within our
network of experts.

We created a network in which all our
project teams leverage best-practices
and drive efficiencies. All local experts
often work on international projects together,
bringing their diverse technical background
and experience to the table.

EUROPE

A Global Presence with Local Input

Everywhere You
Need Us to Be
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Our People, Our Knowledge

Linda Damiani
Talent & Development Manager,
HR BP Development Regions | Belgium
When I joined Calderys, I was truly surprised by
how engaged our employees are. Although
refractory might not look like a trendy industry,
it is a surprising world which is providing solutions
at the heart of our customers' processes. We have
great experts in raw materials and core customer
processes; expertise which is not taught at school
but nurtured through exposure and experience.
Our technical expertise makes an impact and we
continue to expand it with a strong focus on
development on the job, through a global network
and a great team work.
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A World of Opportunites

The diversity of our teams drives Calderys forward
by combining unique skills and mindsets. We invest
in our employees because we believe that they are
essential in building long-lasting relationships with
our customers and communities.

We provide equal opportunities for all our people
through tailor-made development paths, training,
and challenging roles and projects. Thanks to
our international network of plants and offices,
our experts are exposed to multiple projects
and refractory solutions: an invaluable knowledge
that makes us a reliable partner.

Our People, Our Knowledge

Our People, Our Asset
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Calderys Value Added

Christian Dauve

East Asia & Pacific
Vice President | Singapore
Calderys is a multicultural and customer-centric
company, working as a team to deliver the best results
and value to the customer. We take care of our customers
by delivering our projects and solutions in a safe and
timely manner.
We are not simply providing products and manpower,
we manage the entire process to reduce the downtime
of the equipment without compromising on safety and
quality. We offer each customer the know how of all
the experience we have accumulated worldwide.
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We offer a full
range of refractory
products and services to
all industries working
with extreme conditions
and temperatures
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At Calderys, our customers’ needs are covered
full-circle. Our innovative products and services
guarantee ease and safety.

Engineering
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Check out our success stories to see how
we can bring value to your business
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Innovation at Calderys

Jess Sun

Technical Manager | Taiwan
There’s nothing more powerful than cooperation.
At Calderys, we see innovation as a way to add value
to the activity of our customers but we wouldn’t be
able to innovate without their involvement. We start
with their needs and we use our 100+ years of
experience in the field to build what can benefit them.
We do this together, it’s teamwork!
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Your Health and
Safety Comes First

We believe that innovation is the
key to establishing long-term successful
relationships with our customers. Our
experience enables us to develop not
only better products but also innovative
services and installation techniques.
Everytime we work on a project, our
priority is to minimize operational
downtime. That’s why we make sure
our innovations increase refractory
lining life.

Our business, by nature,
encompasses many challenges
for health and safety. We continuously work on environmentally
sustainable and health-friendly
solutions to reduce the risks for
our employees and subcontractors.
Recent examples include our
resin-bonded tap-hole clays and
our DVM pump for CIF Installation.

Innovation at Calderys does
not stop at creating new product
formulations. Our teams are
equally dedicated to developing
new installation methods and
improving the safety and
performance of installation
equipment.

Innovation at Calderys

Innovation That
Innovation
Brings Us Closer to You Beyond Products

Corporate Social Responsibility

Utsavi Deepak

Deputy Manager CSR | India
Sustainability of our communities across the world is
an indispensable part of our growth story. CSR is not
a particular program for us - it is what we do everyday
to bring positive impact to our environment, like our
recent education initiative called Educate to Empower.
As part of this initiative, we dedicated a new building
to the Katni school to allow for expansion and empowerment of the student body. The new building is
equipped with 5 labs, 18 classrooms, a pantry, a staff
room, an examination room and an open theater to
serve more than 1100 students.
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Empowering
Our People

Caring
for the Planet

Building
for the Future

Making sure employees
stay healthy and safe,
nurturing talent, promoting
diversity, fostering social
dialogue and safeguarding
human rights

Protecting the environment,
promoting non-energetic
resources efficiency,
respecting biodiversity,
and acting on climate change

Behaving ethically, operating
fairly, ensuring a responsible
supply-chain, engaging with
communities and promoting
sustainable products and
technologies

Corporate Social Responsibility

Our CSR strategy is central to our vision for the future. Supporting growth and long-term
relationships with communities around the world, SustainAgility, the CSR program of
Imerys group, focuses on three pillars:

Key Facts

2300
Employees

33 million

€500+

worldwide countries

150

in which we operate

That’s our annual revenue

600 000 tons
That’s our production

capacity worldwide

180
engineers

120
2000
45

Major projects implemented

every year

3800

installations projects every year

new products

Operating
in 16 countries

nationalities
in our workforce

117

10000

over

plants
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Different

the number of customers we have in

countries

we offer worldwide launch every year

The number of monolithic products

billion
€4.6
Imerys' annual revenue

Contact us!

WWW.CALDERYS.COM

WWW.CALDERYS.COM

